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Abstract
We introduce a new task of modeling the role
and function for on-line resource citations in
scientific literature. By categorizing the online resources and analyzing the purpose of
resource citations in scientific texts, it can
greatly help resource search and recommendation systems to better understand and manage the scientific resources. For this novel
task, we are the first to create an annotation
scheme, which models the different granularity of information from a hierarchical perspective. And we construct a dataset SciRes,
which includes 3,088 manually annotated resource contexts. In this paper, we propose a
possible solution by using a multi-task framework to build the scientific resource classifier
(SciResCLF) for jointly recognizing the role
and function types. Then we use the classification results to help a scientific resource recommendation (SciResREC) task. Experiments
show that our model achieves the best results
on both the classification task and the recommendation task. The SciRes dataset1 will be
released for future research.

1

Figure 1: Examples for the two types of resource citations in scientific literature. We note the arguments
(which are mostly the key verbs before the citation)
for identifying the resource function and the arguments
(which are mostly the target nominals before the citation) for identifying the resource role.

Introduction

In this paper, we introduce a new task of modeling
the role and function for on-line resource citations
in scientific literature. With the number of scientific publications growing dramatically, numerous
on-line resources are mentioned, released and used
within the scientific literature. Tracing and modeling these resources such as software, tools and
datasets can greatly help researchers by developing scientific resource searching and recommendation systems or constructing scientific resource
knowledge graphs. Google has launched a new
search engine2 in 2018 to help scientists find the
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datasets they need, whereas the retrieved datasets
can only be matched with their official names.
Other current academic search engines such as
Google Scholar can be only used for detecting the
relevant papers where a certain resource is mentioned. However, the limitation actually exists is
that the user can not learn more fine-grained information such as what role the resource plays in its
paper and why the resource is cited in its contexts.
To improve present works, we propose a contextbased framework to model both the resource role
and the resource function for on-line resource citations in scientific literature.
As is shown in Figure 1, we give examples
for the two types of resource citations considering their appearances in the original publications.
Through observing more than three hundred scientific publications from different domains of computer science, we find that most resource citations can be divided into two types according to
the locations of their hyperlinks: the in-line resource citations in bodytexts and the additional
resource citations in footnotes. We define a resource citation as a hyperlink mentioned in the
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scientific paper text, which links to a specific online resource. A resource context is a word sequence surrounding the resource citation. As Figure 1 shows, we set the context window size to 5
in our work. So that the context includes the sentence where the hyperlink is mentioned, the two
sentences to the left and the two to the right. The
resource role is the class of a resource indicating what role the resource plays in its context (e.g.
Code and Data in Figure 1). The resource function is the specific purpose performed by the resource with respect to the current paper’s work,
indicating why the author has cited this resource
here (e.g. Use and Produce in Figure 1). It’s necessary to note that one resource may have different
functions in a same paper due to the different contexts.
The information of resource role and function is
very important for building applications to assist
scientific research. To help develop more powerful resource search systems, identifying the role
can enrich the resource repository and identifying the function is crucial for understanding more
complicated queries and providing more accurate
results. Moreover, to help researchers quickly be
acquainted with the scientific resources and easily
find applicable resources for their work, the scientific resource recommendation system will have
great application prospects in the future. Previous
works mostly make the efforts on the task of citation function classification (Teufel et al., 2006;
Jurgens et al., 2018) and the task of context-based
citation recommendation (Tang and Zhang, 2009;
He et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2015). Different from
previous works, our work specially focuses on the
on-line resources in scientific text, which are not
as well studied as the paper citations. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to model the online resource citations on such a fine-grained level
in scientific full text.
In this paper, we first propose a new annotation scheme, which models both the general
role types and the fine-grained role types from a
two-hierarchy perspective, and models the function types by analyzing the purpose of citing the
resources. Based on the scheme, we construct
a dataset SciRes by manually annotating more
than three thousand resource contexts. To better
classify each on-line resource citation and benefit from the associated information between roles
and functions, we apply a multi-task framework

SciResCLF, which jointly identifies the resource
role types and the resource function types based
on the word sequences of resource contexts. Experiments show that our model outperforms all
the baselines on the classification task. We further address a context-based resource recommendation task and develop a framework SciResREC,
which predicts the resource hyperlinks only given
the masked resource contexts. Using the classification results, our model achieves good performance by the help of the role and function information in the recommendation task.
In summary, we make the following contributions. We introduce a novel task of modeling
fine-grained information, especially the resource
role and the resource function of scientific on-line
resource citations. For this task, we propose a
new annotation scheme and create a dataset for
resource classification. We develop a multi-task
learning model which can jointly identify the general role types, fine-grained role types and functions for the resource citations. Based on our
united classifier we solve a resource recommendation task and analyze the evolution and maturity
of the scientific resources.

2

Related Work

Context-based Citation Analysis
Context-based citation analysis addresses a citation’s value by interpreting each citation based
on its context at both the syntactic and semantic
levels. One research focus is the citation function, which is defined as the authors reason for
citing a given paper. Specific schemes for classifying the function of a citation have been developed (Teufel et al., 2006; Liakata et al., 2012;
Jurgens et al., 2018). Jurgens et al. (2018) did
their efforts to measure the evolution of a scientific field by framing the citation function. In
the past years, many annotation schemes and approaches for identifying arguments in various domains have been developed. Following these previous schemes, we develop our annotation scheme
especially for modeling the role and function for
scientific resource, which will be detailed in Section 3. Other previous studies focus on the contextbased citation recommendation (Tang and Zhang,
2009; He et al., 2010, 2011; Huang et al., 2012,
2015), which aims to recommend a short list of
papers that need to be cited within the given context. A citation context is defined as a sequence
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ARC
NeurlPS
PUBMED
Total

#Bodytext #Footnote Total Annotation
3,718
15,043 18,761
1,026
686
896
1,582
1,056
31,852
510
32,362
1,006
36,256
16,449 52,705
3,088

Table 1: A description for the collection of 52,705 data
sample in the scientific resource corpus.

of words that appear around a particular citation.
Based on this definition, we develop the concepts
of resource citation and resource context in this
paper.
Resource Discovery for Scientific Text
There are also some relevant research which focus on detecting resources in biomedical literature. Some approaches to this end are reported
in (Duck et al., 2012, 2014, 2016; Yamamoto and
Takagi, 2007; de la Calle et al., 2009). Yamamoto
and Takagi (2007) crawled abstracts from MEDLINE and full text from BioMed to extract the
URLs of resources using regular expressions and
heuristic rules. The BIRI addressed by de la Calle
et al. (2009) utilized handcrafted regular expressions expressed as transition networks for resource
naming, functionality detection and resource classification to generate resource inventories. Duck
et al. (2012) proposed the BioNERDS, which is a
NER system for detecting database and software
names in scientific literature using extraction rules
generated by examining 30 bioinformatics articles. However, there has been no existing framework for modeling the resource role and function
at such a fine-grained level in general domain scientific text.

3

Dataset

There are some current scientific literature
datasets (e.g. Semantic Scholar Open Research
Corpus3 and Arxiv Dataset4 ) contain the structured metadata such as title, author and abstract.
While as is illustrated in Figure 1, most on-line resource citations are placed in the full texts of the
papers. We need to locate the resource citations
and extract the resource contexts first to perform
further analysis. To the best of our knowledge, due
to the difficulties in collecting large scale of scientific full texts from the PDF publications, there
is no ready-to-use dataset for our task. Hence we

collect a large scientific resource context corpus
of 52,705 data samples and construct a manually
annotated dataset (called SciRes) which includes
annotations for the resource role types and the resource function types. SciRes attempts to interpret
the role of resource citations from a hierarchical
perspective, with both the general role types and
more fine-grained role types. And SciRes aims at
understanding the author’s intention of citing a resource by the function types. We hope the SciRes
can facilitate future research for context-based resource analyzing in scientific literature.
3.1

Data Processing

We used the paper full texts from three different
sources: the ACL Anthology Reference Corpus
(ARC)5 , a corpus of scientific publications about
computational linguistics; the NeurlPS Proceedings (NeurlPS)6 , a corpus of conference proceedings about neural information; and the PubMed7 ,
an archive of biomedical and life sciences journal
literature. We collected 21,411 papers of ARC up
to 2015, 7,147 papers of NeurlPS from 1988 to
2017, and randomly downloaded 11,043 publications from PubMed. For each paper in the corpus, we downloaded the PDF and used Omnipage8
to perform OCR in translating the files to characters with coordinates and properties. So that we
can detect the footnotes and find their anchors in
the bodytext by developing some regular expression filters. Then we applied a conditional random
field-based parsing tool, ParsCit9 to get the structural raw text. To build the SciRes dataset we first
extracted all the hyperlinks as resource citations
in a scientific paper from both the bodytexts and
the footnotes. Three PhD students from the above
three fields were asked to read 200 randomly selected resource contexts to investigate the context
window size. It was found that 95% samples can
be determined the resource role and function types
by getting across the 5 sentences around the citations. So we set the window size to 5 and extracted
the sentences along with each hyperlink as the resource context. Finally, we construct a collection
of 52,705 data samples, with a detailed description
shown in Table 1.
5
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1st-category
Material
Method

Supplement

2nd-category
Data
Tool
Code
Algorithm
Document
Website
Paper
License
Media

#ARC
333
340
74
79
81
146
3
16
4

#NeurlPS
452
106
256
118
97
66
3
1
49

#PUBMED
219
171
91
19
132
144
242
97
3

1st-Total
1,004
617
421
216
310
256
248
114
56

1st-%
31.0
19.0
13.0
6.7
9.6
7.9
7.6
3.5
1.7

2nd-Total
1,004

2nd-%
31.0

1,057

38.7

984

30.3

Table 2: The 3 1-st category role types and 9 2-nd category role types along with their statistics in SciRes from
three scientific literature sources.

3.2

Annotation Scheme

Many annotation schemes for the citation functions have been created over the past years (Teufel
et al., 2006; Liakata et al., 2012; Jurgens et al.,
2018). Based on these previous works and some
recent annotation schemes for ScienceIE (Luan
et al., 2017; Augenstein et al., 2017; Zhao et al.,
2019), we address our scheme:
3 general (1st-category) Role types: Material,
Method, Supplement.
9 fine-grained (2nd-category) Role types: Data,
Tool, Code, Algorithm, Document, Website, Paper, License, Media.
6 Function types: Use, Produce, Introduce, Extend, Compare, Other.
The hierarchical relationships between 1stcategory role types and 2nd-category role types
are shown in Table 2. More detailed definitions
and examples for each type can be found in the
Appendix. Annotations were performed by a
group of 3 PhD students, of which one majors
in NLP, one majors in deep learning and another
majors in bioinformatics. We randomly selected
1,100 data samples from each scientific literature
source. Since too short text might not cover sufficient information for identifying the target role
and function types, we filtered out the samples
of which the context sequence had less than 10
words. Each resource citation together with its
context was assigned at least one label for the general role types, one label for the fine-grained role
types and a unique label for the function types.
Fleiss’s Kappa (κ) is 0.79 for the 1st-category resource role, 0.54 for the 2nd-category resource
role and 0.65 for the resource function, indicating a relatively high agreement between annotators considering the number of class and the difficulties of the fine-grained classification task. The
decision is made by a majority rule when a conflict occurs. Finally we obtained the manually an-

Use
Produce
Introduce
Extend
Other
Compare

#ARC #NeurlPS #PUBMED Total %
560
578
347
1,485 48.1
125
308
201
634 20.5
254
89
281
624 20.2
53
30
39
122 4.0
17
1
106
124 4.0
18
50
30
98
3.2

Table 3: The 6 resource function types along with
their statistics in SciRes from three scientific literature
sources.

Figure 2: The distributions of resource role and function types in different data sources.

notated SciRes dataset of 3,088 data samples. All
the function and role types along with their statistics are shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
For the more fine-grained role types, the distribution is very skewed. The majority of 2-nd category roles are Data (31.0%) and then come the
Tool (19.0%) and the Code (13.0%). The majority
of functions are Use (48.1%) while the Compare
(3.2%) and Extend (4.0%) are much fewer. The
existence of a large imbalance between the types
bring challenges for our classification task. There
are also some findings when comparing the distributions of roles and functions between different
data sources, as shown in Figure 2. For the finegrained resource roles, the ARC dataset has relatively more Tools reflecting that there are more re-
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search about NLP applications in the ARC. While
the more theoretical NeurlPS has least Tools but
most Algorithm and Data citations. Instead of
the packaged software, the papers from NeurlPS
prefer the implementations in codebases. Furthermore, due to the difference of article formats and
writing styles in different domains, the papers in
the field of bioinformatics from the PubMed tend
to link papers by in-line hyperlinks in bodytexts
while the papers from the ARC and the NeurlPS
tend to cite papers in reference lists. For the
resource functions, we can see that the papers
from the NeurlPS tend to produce or release more
new resources while the papers from the ARC
and the PubMed tend to introduce more resources
as background to support their works. We assume the difference in the resource function is because that the research from the NeurlPS are more
theory-based and often put forward new methodologies, whereas the research from the ARC and
the PubMed are more comprehensive and contain
more application-oriented works which tend to review many related resources.

4

Classification Model

To identify the resource role types and the resource function types for the resource citations,
we apply a multi-task learning framework, called
SciResCLF to jointly classify the 1-st category
roles, the 2-nd category roles and the functions
by sharing the resource context representations as
classification features. Figure 3 shows an overall
architecture of our SciResCLF framework.
Based on our SciRes dataset, many challenges
make the classification task not easy. First, it is
important to parse, encode and model the semantic information in the resource citation contexts,
which are relatively short texts having no more
than 5 sentences. Second, as the examples shown
in Figure 1, by observing the data samples we find
in most cases some key nominals or verbs located
nearby the citations can imply the role and function types of the resources (e.g. the nearest verb
before a resource citation such as ”use”, ”apply”
or ”adopt” often indicates the function of Use).
For this reason, the relative positions of the words
in the sequence is very significant information to
be considered in our task. Furthermore, due to
the limited labeled data most neural-based models with a large number of parameters can not be
trained well.Therefore, effective methods for solv-

ing these particular challenges need to be developed for this new scientific resource classification
task.
From the SciRes dataset we can find that there
is a strong correlation between the role type and
the function type for a resource citation in its context. To better incorporate the associated information, for our classification task we adopt a multitask setup, which has been proven effective in
the ScienceIE problems (Augenstein et al., 2017;
Luan et al., 2018). Recently, the pre-trained language models, such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018),
OpenAI GPT (Radford, 2018), and BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), have shown their effectiveness
to alleviate the effort of feature engineering. Especially, BERT has achieved excellent results in text
classification problems such as sentiment analysis
(Sun et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2019) and document
classification (Adhikari et al., 2019). Based on
previous works, our framework also takes advantage of the pre-trained BERT model to learn contextualized representations for the resource contexts, as shown in Figure 3. To adapt BERT to our
classification tasks, following Devlin et al. (2018)
we first get the hidden state corresponding to the
[CLS] input token. Then the hidden representation h is passed into three separate softmax layers: L1st role = sof tmax(W1 h + b1 ), L2nd role =
sof tmax(W2 h + b2 ), Lf unc = sof tmax(W3 h +
b3 ), where W1 , W2 , W3 ∈ Rrh , h1, h2, h3 ∈ R
and rh is the size of the hidden dimension. So that
given the word sequence input of a resource context, the total loss LCLF is defined as a weighted
sum of the cross entropy loss of the three multinomial classification tasks:
LCLF = αL1st role + βL2nd role + γLf unc (1)

5

Recommendation Model

To show a practical application scenario of modeling the role and function for scientific resource
citations, we further address a new resource recommendation task. The problem takes the scientific text sentences about an indexed resource as a
query and aims to predict the hyperlink of a possible on-line resource to fill the citation blank of
a resource context. We first give the formalized
definition for the resource recommendation task.
The input is the word sequence of a resource context C = {wn−l , ..., wn−1 , wn , wn+1 , ..., wn+r },
in which wn is a placeholder “[URL]” of the resource hyperlink, l is the length of the sequence
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Figure 3: The overall architecture of the SciResCLF and the SciResREC.

left to the hyperlink and r is the length of the sequence right to the hyperlink. To eliminate the
information of the original resource citation, we
mask the resource names mentioned in the resource context. So that the resource hyperlink can
only be determined by the other words related to
the target resource from the context query. The
output is a ranking list, which contains the top N
possible predictions from the resource hyperlink
space.

For this task, we develop a framework, called
SciResREC to predict the resource hyperlinks
by learning information of the resource contexts
and benefiting from the classification results of
the SciResCLF. Figure 3 also shows a high-level
overview of the SciResREC framework. For each
input resource context sequence, we first apply
the SciResCLF to respectively get the output results of the 1-st category role classifier, the 2-nd
category role classifier and the function classifier.
To incorporate the role and function information,
the three classification labels are used as features
for predicting the resource hyperlinks. In SciResREC, we use the same pre-trained BERT encoder
to learn context representations. Then the hidden
output h[CLS] is concatenated with the three label
representations, which is passed to a non-linear
layer with the ReLU activation function. Hence
the recommendation task is transformed into a
multi-class classification problem which maps the
context feature vectors into the resource hyperlink
space.

6
6.1

Experiments
Data and Metrics

To test the performance of SciResCLF, we do experiments on our SciRes dataset, which is split
into 3 parts: 80% for training, 10% for testing
and 10% for developing. To overcome the class
imbalance, we utilize an up-sampling strategy by
simply replicating the minority class samples. We
respectively deploy the up-sampling strategy for
three classification tasks to get the best model for
each task. The strategy is only deployed on the
training set while not on the testing and developing sets. Finally we get 2,988 data samples
for training the 1st-category role classifier, 7,236
for the 2nd-category role classifier and 7,404 for
the function classifier. The testing and developing sets are shared by the three tasks, both with
334 samples. The size of the dataset is relatively
small to perform most neural-based methods, but
we will show that our model can achieve good
performance with even limited labeled data. For
evaluation, we report the micro-F1 score and the
macro-F1 score across the role and function types.
To build the training set for SciResREC, we
first collect all the resource contexts and the citation hyperlinks from the ARC dataset (including articles up to December 2015). We select
the top 100 most frequent resources and add their
hyperlinks into the hyperlink space. For testing, we extract resource contexts from the publications of ACL2016, ACL2017, EMNLP2016
and EMNLP2017 and select the ones of which
the hyperlink exists in the space. For each context, either the in-line resource citation or the additional resource citation is replaced by a “[URL]”
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Methods
AvrgEmbed+LR
AvrgEmbed+SVM
FastText
CNN
RCNN
LSTM
LSTM+AT
LSTM+AT multi-task
SciResCLF single-task
+ joint 1st role
+ joint 2nd role
+ joint function
SciResCLF multi-task

1st-category Roles
F1-micro F1-macro
0.733
0.732
0.691
0.690
0.694
0.692
0.649
0.647
0.697
0.697
0.607
0.605
0.706
0.705
0.735
0.734
0.772
0.772
0.759
0.760
0.778
0.778
0.784
0.783

2nd-category Roles
F1-micro F1-macro
0.453
0.462
0.429
0.447
0.489
0.472
0.450
0.313
0.430
0.407
0.413
0.393
0.502
0.483
0.532
0.540
0.672
0.685
0.666
0.667
0.673
0.671
0.706
0.709

Functions
F1-micro F1-macro
0.534
0.475
0.550
0.466
0.638
0.471
0.618
0.498
0.621
0.517
0.508
0.399
0.715
0.551
0.754
0.577
0.795
0.640
0.823
0.668
0.805
0.675
0.817
0.715

Table 4: Comparison results of SciResCLF for the three classification tasks.
1st Roles
F1 2nd Roles
Material
0.787 Paper
Method
0.793 License
Supplement 0.769 Media
Data
Code
Tool
Document
Algorithm
Website

placeholder. And the words of resource name are
masked with a “[MASK]” token. Finally we get
a training set of 2,910 samples and a testing set
of 235 samples. To evaluate the predicted ranking
list, we report the Precision@Top3 and the MAP
metrics.
6.2

Baselines and Setups

For the classification task, we compare the
SciResCLF with widely used context classification approaches on the SciRes: Average Embedding + LR/SVM, two machine learning algorithms, logistic regression (LR) and SVM,
using the average of word embeddings as input; FastText, an implementation for FastText
of Joulin et al. (2017); CNN, an implementation for TextCNN of Kim (2014); RCNN, an implementation for a recurrent convolutional neural network of Lai et al. (2015); LSTM, a 3layer structure with input word embeddings, a
bidirectional LSTM layer and a softmax output
layer; LSTM+AT, using the attention mechanism to LSTM; and LSTM+AT multi-task, using
LSTM+AT to jointly learn the three tasks.
For the recommendation task, we compare our
SciResREC with the Random Forest (RF) classifier, which is robust to overfitting even with large
numbers of features. For the RF classifier, we use
two types of features: BoW+TFIDF, the 20,000
most frequent words from the training set are selected and the TFIDF of each word is used as features; N-grams+TFIDF, the TFIDF of the most
frequent 20,000 N-grams (up to 5-grams).
Our BERT encoder is based on Googles reference implementation10 (TensorFlow 1.12.0). For
10
https://github.com/google-research/
bert

F1
0.902
0.870
0.846
0.765
0.742
0.680
0.592
0.539
0.448

Functions
Use
Produce
Introduce
Other
Compare
Extend

F1
0.870
0.861
0.824
0.716
0.667
0.353

Table 5: Results (F1-score) on each category predicted
by the best model for each of the three tasks.

training, we begin with the BERT-Base model (uncased, 12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads, 110M parameters) and then fine-tune the model on our
training sets for the three classification tasks. The
maximum word sequence length is 128; the learning rate is set to 5e-5 and all other defaults settings are used. For the recommendation model,
the feature embedding dimension of role labels
and function labels is 32, which are initialized at
random and the hidden size is set to 64. For all
the baselines, we use the word embeddings pretrained on our large-scale scientific corpus, which
is a full-text collection of 40 thousand research papers. And we stop the training when we found the
best result in the developing set.
6.3

Results and Discussions

Classification Results
Our model achieves the best results on all the
three classification tasks, as shown in Table 4.
And the F1-score for each role or function type
is shown in Table 5. From the results we can
see that there is still a large gap with other general
context-based classification tasks, which provides
considerable potential for advancement in the future research. For more in-depth performance
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Methods
Precision@Top3 MAP
RF (BoW+TFIDF)
0.438
0.275
RF (N-grams+TFIDF)
0.449
0.306
SciResREC
0.489
0.597
-Function feature
0.471
0.569
-Role 2nd feature
0.420
0.539
-Role 1st feature
0.399
0.497

Table 6: The Precision@Top3 and the MAP results for
the ranking list predicted by SciResREC.

analysis, we note that most neural-based models are inferior to the traditional machine learning methods, which is perhaps due to the limited labeled datasets. While our model benefiting
from the BERT encoder, which is pre-trained on
vast amounts of text and fine-tuned on our taskspecific, show an effective solution to the data
limitation. We also see that the LSTM performs
better when the attention layer introduced. It indicates the attention mechanism, which is sufficient used in the transformer structure of BERT,
is significant to learn which words of a sequence
are more important for determining the labels in
our classification tasks. And the position embeddings in BERT is also effective to learn the relative positions between the resource citation and
other words. By comparing the results between
different joint models, we can get some interesting findings about the relationships between the
resource roles and the resource functions. First,
the general role and the fine-grained role can not
benefit each other, which is perhaps because the
high-level constraints can reduce the inter-class errors but meanwhile introduce more intra-class errors. When introducing the function information,
the results for the general role will improve while
the fine-grained role will slightly drop off. Moreover, jointly learning the two-level role information can observably enhance the results for function classification. And considering the complex
interaction among the three tasks, the multi-task
model achieves the best performance.
The resulting function classifier is sufficient to
be applied to the entire ARC dataset. Nonetheless,
errors remain. Consider the following example:
To give their network a better initialization, they
learn word embeddings ... They released their 50dimensional word embeddings (vocabulary size
130K) under the name SENNA. <CITE>,
which is notably a review of others’ work and
the correct function is Introduce. While our
model mistakes it to Produce caused by a higher

Figure 4: The revolution of resource functions in ten
years starting from the first appearance.

attention score of the word “released”. This case
inspires us that the dependency parsing can also be
considered in the future research.
Recommendation Results
As Table 6 shows, our SciResREC framework
outperforms the two baselines. An ablation test
suggests that each feature component of our model
contributes to the final performance, which indicates the information of role and function are helpful for understanding the scientific resources. And
we can observe that the feature of 2-nd category
role label has the largest impact on performance
indicating that capturing fine-grained role types is
important for recognizing specific resources.
Resource Evolution Analysis
To study what the resource function can tell us
about the scientific resource development, we apply our function classifier trained on SciRes to the
large ARC dataset. We select the top 100 most frequent resources and filter out the ones which have
been existing less than 10 years. Finally we obtain
a set of 33 resources and use our trained classifier
to identity the function of each resource citation in
its context. A statistical result is shown in Figure
4. The horizontal axis represents the number of
years after the resource first appeared in the scientific corpus. From the figure we can see that
a resource will drive to its maturity stage and be
widely used in 4-5 years after it first exists. And
in 8-9 years it will gradually be out of date and replaced by other new technologies. Moreover, citing the resources as background and making extensions based on the resources progressively increase along with time, which is consistent with
the general expect.
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7

Conclusion and Future Work

We introduce a novel task of modeling the role and
function for on-line resource citations in scientific
literature. For this task we first create an annotation scheme, collect a large-scale corpus and construct a manually labeled dataset. And we propose a multi-task model to jointly classify the role
and function types based on the resource contexts.
By incorporating the associated information, our
SciResCLF framework effectively improves the
performance across all tasks. Moreover, we propose a resource recommendation task and develop
the SciResREC framework using the predicted labels as features. Our frameworks can contribute
to build more powerful search and recommendation systems for scientific on-line resources. For
future work, we will try using pre-trained BERT
for scientific domain such as the SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019) and explore using our frameworks
to help more tasks such as the evaluation, prediction and knowledge graph construction for scientific resources.
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